


Hard water contains high levels of natural 
minerals absorbed from rock and soil. Although 
water is naturally soft when it falls from the 
sky, it gains it’s hardness after making contact 
with the ground. It’s very common in Ireland’s 
drinking supply. Limescale is formed when you 
heat hard water.  Hard water can cause damage 
to electrical appliances and pipework, dull hair 
and skin as well as creating limescale staining in 
kitchens and bathrooms.

What is Hard Water?

Softened water is the result of water softening; 
a process that involves the removal of calcium, 
magnesium, and other metals found in hard water.

Soft water extends the lifetime of plumbing and 
appliances; it does this by reducing limescale 
that builds-up in pipes and fi ttings over time. The 
resulting soft water also lathers better and requires 
less soap when washing up.

What is Softened Water?

Benefits of 
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Appliances

Do you experience hard 
water? 

Get in touch to see how we can help you solve it!



eSoft, developed by EPS Group, is the premium range 
of water softeners meticulously designed for the 
discerning homeowner. Our commitment to excellence 
is rooted in the valuable feedback from our customers 
and end users, inspiring us to create a water softener 
that epitomises reliability and durability.

Exclusively utilising top-tier components, the eSoft 
range undergoes production and rigorous testing at 
our state-of-the-art assembly facility in Mallow, Co. 
Cork. Our highly skilled assembly crew ensures that 
each eSoft unit is a testament to quality, featuring a 
certifi ed valve control, NSF-certifi ed ion exchange 
resin, and a cabinet sourced locally for a touch of 
authenticity.

Contact us today and we will put you in touch with 
your local retailer or nearest agent for the eSoft range 
of water softeners.

What is eSoft?

Water softener salt is 
needed to clean and 
recharge the softener’s 
resin beads, allowing 
them to continue 
removing hardness 
minerals from water 
effectively and prevent 
limescale buildup in 
your plumbing and 
appliances. 

By investing in quality 
softening salt, your 
water softening 
system will work more 
effi ciently and last 
longer.

eSoft Salt Tablets are 
supplied in the form of 
tablets conveniently 
packaged in 25 kg bags.

Why Choose 
eSoft Salt 
Tablets?
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eSoft ECO Water Softener Range

eSoft ECO

Choose the eSoft ECO for a superior water 
softening experience that seamlessly blends 
quality and affordability. This high-performance 
softener employs innovative upflow regeneration 
and precision brining technologies, ensuring not 
only reliability but also substantial savings in salt 
and water usage each year. 

Whether you’re a homeowner or a small business 
owner, the eSoft ECO stands out as the ideal 
choice, offering efficiency, environmental 
friendliness and significant cost savings. Elevate 
your water softening solution with the eSoft ECO 
and enjoy unparalleled performance that aligns 
perfectly with your budget and sustainability 
goals.

To address a wide array of needs, the eSoft 
ECO water softener is offered in various sizes, 
providing compatibility for anything from a single 
tap to a spacious family home. Our committed 
team of water treatment specialists is ready to 
assist you in choosing the optimal softener size 
that precisely meets your requirements.
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Model Stock Code

eSoft ECO 5L 1100342

eSoft ECO 8L 1101784

eSoft ECO 10L 1035556

eSoft ECO 20L 1036428

eSoft ECO 30L 1036687



eSoft PRO Water Softener Range

eSoft PRO

Hard water poses a widespread challenge for 
homeowners in Ireland, characterised by elevated 
levels of dissolved calcium and magnesium that 
foster limescale accumulation within water-
related appliances like electric kettles, washing 
machines, dishwashers, showers and boilers.

The repercussions of limescale-related issues 
extend beyond mere inconvenience, impacting 
the aesthetic value of your property by tarnishing 
the appearance of your bathroom and kitchen. 
It also has a direct effect on your energy bills 
and could potentially result in the premature 
deterioration of your appliances.

To cater to a diverse range of requirements, the 
eSoft PRO water softener is available in a variety 
of sizes, ensuring compatibility for everything 
from a single tap to a spacious family home. Our 
dedicated team of water treatment specialists is 
at your service to guide you in selecting the ideal 
softener size that perfectly suits your needs.
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Hard water poses a widespread challenge for 
homeowners in Ireland, characterised by elevated 
levels of dissolved calcium and magnesium that 
foster limescale accumulation within water-
related appliances like electric kettles, washing 
machines, dishwashers, showers and boilers.
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extend beyond mere inconvenience, impacting 
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the appearance of your bathroom and kitchen. 
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To cater to a diverse range of requirements, the 
eSoft PRO water softener is available in a variety 
of sizes, ensuring compatibility for everything 
from a single tap to a spacious family home. Our 
dedicated team of water treatment specialists is 
at your service to guide you in selecting the ideal 
softener size that perfectly suits your needs.

Model Stock Code

eSoft PRO 5L 1033167

eSoft PRO 8L 1101783

eSoft PRO 10L 1020967

eSoft PRO 20L 1020968

eSoft PRO 30L 1015567
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